
Play the Strengths
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Computer Recycling and Social Enterprise - Forres, Moray

These words don’t come easy.

It’s not because ReBOOT isn’t full of incredible volunteer stories; it’s because IT IS full. Everywhere
there are signs, confirmations, conversations, tiny actions that show what a supportive, fun and
purposeful place it is to volunteer…



…and with that history, there’s always the worry that words won’t do it justice. But it’s too important
of a place not to recognise for Volunteers’ Week, and there’s something we can and need to learn
from ReBOOT… So here it goes.

Greetings

As always, Manager Lee McGrath, greets me with a smile. I know he’s busy running a social
enterprise and all that comes with this IT recycling business, but in the years I have visited, I’ve
never felt I was taking up his time. He makes time to talk.

On this day, he takes me to his office to show me a picture he’s creating. It’s like a mini-Warhol work
of art – a creative compilation to show just how many people – volunteers and staff, supporters and
friends have been involved with ReBOOT – the community it has grown. There are lots of people and
Lee can name them.

In his office, I spot volunteer thank you certificates on a ledge, already printed and waiting for the
big week. Thanking volunteers is as important as the business side of things. Volunteering is not an
add on; it’s integral.

Lee is going to introduce me to some volunteers present on the day, so we can talk a little about
their volunteering and why they choose to give their time here.

He takes me to one of the newer container cabins outside the main building -- a space that is set
aside not for recycling, but for creative industry –  recycled product development -- space
dedicated to working with new 3d printers that will find more use from the plastic that comes from
the recycling business. This calm wee place is about the future, about looking forward and here I
meet… Craig, Ethan, Jonathan, Simon and Wysha, who are having a bit of lunch.

Friends

How Craig, Ethan, Jonathan, Simon and
Wyhsa found ReBOOT and the reasons they
continue to volunteer here are all different.
Some speak of former jobs, bad work
placements, where they felt ‘unemployable’
and where confidence eroded. That
frustration in not finding a place to be and
to have purpose is real.

‘Been there done that’, says Wysha of her
past workplace experiences and how she
‘completely shut down’ after her last job. It
was coming to ReBOOT that helped give
back her ‘self-confidence‘. All of them agree
that their confidence has improved by
volunteering here.



The group is honest in speaking, and as we talk, they nod in agreement when Ethan talks about
ReBOOT giving him a reason to get out of the house…about how boredom can affect you.
‘It’s easy to sit in a house, endlessly watching tv or being on the pc, but when you come to ReBOOT
and volunteer you feel like you’ve earned the freetime..when we go home, the freetime is… more
rewarding…’

The small group joke and laugh with one another. They are now their own social bunch; they are
friends and admit that the social aspect is what keeps volunteering fresh. They are supportive of
each other.

They recall ReBOOT's summer bbq, funny raffle prizes, Christmas do’s, away days, team building
sessions, and how they get to meet and volunteer with new people like graduate students from the
Glasgow School of Art.  This social aspect of volunteering is actively encouraged and supported by
the entire staff…and the group want me to know that it is the entire staff team that makes the place
special – Mike, Archie, Will, Lee, Chris, Louise…

‘When someone is struggling, they help each other’... everybody lends a hand and when a van needs
loading, everyone helps’, says Craig. They see each other and their vulnerabilities too. ‘There’s no
bullying here and we are more tolerant of each other’, says Craig.  It is a safe place to volunteer in
every sense and this, they say, is important to all of them.

While ‘Mike is the big boss’, says Simon, ‘…and he tells us what to do’, all of them say it is the relaxed
atmosphere, with ‘no quotas’ to be filled, with ‘no one is breathing down your back’ that allows
learning and volunteering to happen at the same time.  Jonathan talks about a piece of equipment he
stripped down perfectly, but later found out that it didn’t need to be stripped. And in that moment,
the other volunteers are quick to congratulate him on how well he did the task.

The Bench, The Music, The Locker

Everyone knows that when you start
volunteering at ReBOOT you start at
the Bench – the place where IT
components from various items are
stripped down for recycling. Most
times, you’ll also find Mike here, a long
standing staff member who quietly
supports the volunteers, works
alongside and gets this bunch’s
mischievous side.

The bench is the fastest and probably
the most relaxed way to learn the
business and how the place works. It
offers a taste of the recycling process
and acclimatises volunteers to the
environment. ‘You never know what
will come in, no pc is the same, there’s
different screws...you learn…’ says
Craig.



And when you feel ready, you can, if you want, then move on to other roles.

Ethan says he could have never imagined volunteering in this kind of environment before.  ‘I never
thought of working in a warehouse before – sorting, pallet-ing, lifting things… but you get a
perspective of certain roles’.

The group also appreciates the opportunities to try. As Ethan explains, you don’t have to prove that
you have a passion for something or past experience to try something. You can, if you want, just try
to see if it’s something you like doing.

Music also plays a very big deal at the bench. The volunteers
choose the music they want to listen to, and recently they’ve
been set up with a Spotify account. For Simon, it’s Queen and
ABBA, for Wysha its German rock band Rammstein, for others
it can be a bit of classical.

There has to be compromise here, and importantly for these
volunteers, it's also about ‘introducing others to your music’. In
this way, volunteers can get to know volunteers, with less
awkwardness, just by letting the music do the talking so to
speak.

As the group gets back to the bench after
lunch, they show me the latest addition to the
space. ‘This is exactly what we needed, says
Wysha and she shows me a red locker, with all
the volunteer names on it – a place for their
belongings.

The locker sits next to a refurbed kitchen area,
where volunteers are welcome to take food
items dropped off regularly by Moray’s Food
Plus’ food recovery scheme.



Playing the Strengths

While walking around, I manage a quick hello to another volunteer, Hilary. She is helping to take
some files out from the office and can’t stop to chat. She is the volunteer responsible for all the
flower tubs and pots that sit outside the doors (planters that are made from recycled IT parts too!)
They soften REBOOT's exterior and say the first hello without a word spoken.

Meanwhile, volunteers Brian and Steven are further back
in the outside yard, measuring up for some benches they
are making out of old Apple computer towers. These will
be used as a place to sit for customers and the team. But
with some recycled products they can make, like cat beds
from old Apple monitors, or clocks or mirrors, they are
usually snapped up and purchased by adoring Apple
offcianados.

Steven has volunteered here before and is back again after
a break in his volunteering. ‘I come here because I’m
appreciated’ he says, and it’s the ability to come back, no
questions asked, that makes all the difference.

He’s now introduced Brian
to the place and he has
skill as a joiner – and so far
he says he’s enjoying what
he’s doing.

I meet Lee back in the office foyer. We chat a bit about the opportunities to learn and try at ReBOOT
but he also points out how important it is to ‘read people’.

‘Sometimes, people don’t like the music at the bench…they might want to find something else to do
…we always try to play to people’s strengths…’ He tells me of a new volunteer, a recently retired man
who can bring his dog to ReBOOT whilst he volunteers.

‘It’s like a slice of the world at ReBOOT, like a slice you could see if you put it under a microscope’.

Lee is right. There’s genuine diversity in the volunteer team, (he’d like more) and there are people
from different ages, backgrounds, points in their lives, who come here and find a place, a role, a



purpose in what they do. ‘It makes you feel good doing something for the community and also
recycling IT products that would end up in the landfill’, says Craig.

The volunteering roles are flexible and consistently play to people’s strengths. This is an easy thing
to write --  to say --  but harder to do when the realities of business are ever present. But still, that
is what happens here. Volunteers are a priority; flexibility happens; details are noticed; roles fit the
person; improvements are made; volunteers are thanked and listened to; time is given to the
function of volunteering; judgements are never made.

As I say goodbye to Lee and walk to my car, I notice Hilary driving away.  The back of her car is filled
with spring planters that need some tlc.  She’s taking them home to replant and will bring them back
with sunny new plants ready for summer.

As I watch her drive off, I can’t help but think ReBOOT is a slice of the world that we need more of…a
much, much bigger slice.

Thank you to the Volunteers and Team at ReBOOT for sharing your insights and welcoming
our visit!


